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142 P. Horodecki et al.or any state which can be obtained from the above one by means of product unitarytransformation. The properties of the states of this kind are responsible for profoundlynonclassical phenomena like quantum cryptography via Bell inequalities [4], quantumdense coding [5], quantum teleportation [6], quantum computation [7] and the reductionof communication complexity [8]. In real world we usually meet physical systems whichinteract with environment getting then entangled with it. This process, changing thestate of our system from pure to mixed one, described by density matrix, decreases theinternal entanglement of the system sometimes even destroying it completely. Thus oneusually faces the following undesired processj	�ih	�j �! %AB : (2)Some time ago it has been shown [9, 10, 11] that there are cases when the systemin a mixed state %AB still possesses some residual entanglement and physical e�ectsconnected with this fact have been discovered [10, 11, 12]. The density matrices ofsystems possessing residual entanglement are called inseparable. Mathematically, thestate %AB de�ned on the space H = HA 
 HB is called inseparable (separable) if itcannot (can) be represented as a convex combination of product states%AB = KXi=1 pi%iA 
 ~%iB (3)where %iA and ~%iB are states of the subsystems and PKi=1 pi = 1. If the dimensions ofthe spaces HA, HB are �nite then the states %i and ~%i can be taken to be pure and onecan consider only the case K � (dimHA dimHB)2 [13, 14].Let us now consider the paradigmatic situation of two observers Alice and Bobbeing in two distant laboratories. There is a source of pairs of particles between twolaboratories which sends one member of any pair to each of them. Alice and Bobare allowed to perform any quantum operations on particles in their laboratories andcommunicate with each other via some classical channel (say telephone). Usually theyare also allowed to discard some particles. We shall refer to all those operations as toLQCC (local quantum operations and classical communication). As Alice and Bob canonly interact classically, then some operations are certainly unavailable for them. Forexample if they share a pair of the particles which are unentangled, it is impossible toentangle those particles with each other. Now the basic task is to �nd the best Aliceand Bob can do under the above restrictions to reverse somehow the process (2). Thisleads to the recent idea of distillation (or puri�cation) of noisy entanglement via LQCC[15, 16]. In this context, there have been recently some attempts to build an appealinganalogy between the domain of entanglement processing and thermodynamics [17, 18,14, 19]. In this paper we develop the thermodynamics-like approach to entanglement.Especially, we exploit the analogy entanglement { energy. The paper is organized asfollows. In Sections 1 and 2 we describe entanglement measures and the process ofdistillation of entanglement. In Section 3 we show that entanglement of formation maynot change under the highly irreversible twirling operation. We also show that thereexist mixed states for which the process of local preparing from singlet pairs is reversible



Entanglement and thermodynamical analogies 143i.e. the number of the used pairs can be completely recovered by means of quantum localoperations and classical communication. This involves the notion of local orthogonality.In Section 4 we describe the analogy entanglement { energy. Then we discuss in thiscontext the known results on entanglement processing. In Section 5 we propose a schemeof obtaining the representative state for given value of entanglement. The scheme canbe viewed as some analogue of the Jaynes principle of maximum entropy.2. Entanglement measuresIn this section we briey review some of the recently introduced entanglement mea-sures [25, 22, 14]. Namely there was a natural problem how to quantify the entanglementof any quantum state %AB of composite system. Referring to the paradigmatic situationof two distant laboratories, there arise natural postulates which must be satis�ed byany measure of entanglement E [22, 14, 17](i) E(%AB) � 0 and E(%AB) = 0 if %AB is separable,(ii) E(%AB) is invariant under the product unitary operations UA 
 UB ,(iii) E(%AB) cannot be increased by any LQCC operation.The last axiom should be understood in the stronger averaged entanglement sensei.e. that if we have %iAB being outputs of some LQCC operation of required propertywith probabilities pi thenPi piE(%iAB) � E(%AB). We assume here that the consideredoperation is trace preserving, i.e. it does not involve postselection. In fact, if Alice andBob selected the subensemble of pairs corresponding some given outcome, then thedensity matrix of subensemble could be more entangled than the initial state. However,the total average entanglement cannot exceed the initial one. If one adds the conditionthat(iv) entanglement of n singlet pairs (1) is equal to n, then one gets that the measureshould satisfy [17]E(j	ABih	AB j) = S(TrA(j	ABih	AB j); S(�) = �Tr� log�; (4)being then additive on pure states (in this paper we use base-2 logarithms). Here S(�)is the von Neumann entropy. In general, if we label the Alice and Bob particles by Ai,Bi then the additivity of E is de�ned as:E(%A1B1 
 %A2B2 
 :::
 %AnBn) = E(%A1B1) +E(%A2B2) + :::+E(%AnBn) (5)There are known two measures satisfying all four conditions (i-vi) recalled above. It isnot known however whether they are additive. However the condition (iv) automaticallyguarantees that they are additive on pure states. First one is the entanglement offormation Ef [25] which must be �rst de�ned on the quantum ensemble E = fpi; j	iigas Ef (E) =Xi piS(TrA(j	iih	ij)): (6)Than the entanglement of formation of state %AB is de�ned asEf (%AB) = minE Ef (E); (7)



144 P. Horodecki et al.where minimum is taken over all ensembles realising the state %AB . The above functionhas some interesting properties, in particular the analytical formula for Ef for an arbi-trary two spin- 12 system has been recently provided [20]. It is not known whether theabove function is additive. This is the main obstacle for fully consistent interpretationfor this quantity as the asymptotic number of singlets per output pair needed to buildgiven inseparable state. That was the reason of introducing the de�nition of internalentanglement [28] which we shall call total entanglement contained in state %. It is givenin the followingDe�nition.- The total entanglement contained in state % is de�ned asEtot(%) = limn!1 Ef (%
n)n ; (8)where %
n = nz }| {%
 :::
 %.This measure has the interpretation of the average number of singlet pairs (peroutput pair) needed to produce pairs in state %. There is an open question whether thetotal entanglement is equal to the entanglement of formation. It is certainly not greaterthan the latter and is additive on tensor product of the same states i.e. Etot(%
 %) =2Etot(%). If the entanglement of formation also satis�es this condition then the twomeasures are identical i.e. Etot = Ef . As the problem of additivity of Ef is open, thereis the question whether it is possible that Ef 6= 0 while Etot = 0. Below we providesimple additive lower bound for the entanglement of formation which excludes thiscuriosity for some states.Proposition.- For any state %AB the entanglement of formation is bounded by:Ef (%AB) � S(TrC%AB)� S(%AB); with C = A or B: (9)Proof.- The proof of the above inequality is a simple implication of the concavityproperty [21] of the function (S(�) � S(TrA(�)). It is interesting to note that the lefthand side of the inequality (9) de�nes two additive functions of %ABGC(%AB) = S(TrC%AB)� S(%AB); C = A or B: (10)For 2 � 2 Werner states any of those functions, if positive, is the amount of en-tanglement which can be distilled from the states by means of hashing method [25].It is not known whether this result can be extended to higher dimensions as there isno counterpart of hashing method there. Note that exact positivity of the functionG(%AB) is su�cient condition for inseparability of states. It is important fact that,as we announced before, additivity of G(%AB) prevent us from the strange situationwhen Etot = 0 for all inseparable states the inseparability of which results from exactpositivity of G(%AB). In fact, for G(%AB) > 0 we have Etot(%) = limn!1 Ef (%
nAB)n �limn!1 G(%
nAB)n = limn!1 nG(%AB)n = G(%AB) > 0.The other measure of entanglement is relative entropy of entanglement [22, 14]. Thismeasure is de�ned asEr(%) = min�sepS(%jj�); with S(%jj�) = Tr(% log %� % log�sep): (11)



Entanglement and thermodynamical analogies 145with minimum taken over all separable states �sep. There is inequality relation betweentwo the measures [14] Er(%) � Ef (%): (12)This measure has good topological properties and important probabilistic interpretation(see Ref. [14]).3. Distillation of noisy entanglement and notion of distillable entanglementIn this section we describe briey the concept of distillation of mixed state entangle-ment. Recall that Alice and Bob start with sharing some amount, say n, of particles in agiven initial state and are allowed to perform a sequence of any LQCC operations to ob-tain with the, in general, less amount (mn) of pairs of particles in states arbitrarily closeto singlets. The asymptotic average amount of the output pairs per input pair is calleddistillable entanglement [15, 25]. Although the main idea is clear, the precise de�nitionof this notion is still missing. An important attempt of strictly mathematical formu-lation of the de�nition is contained in Ref.[23] by means of separable superoperators.In that paper it has been proved that using trace preserving separable superoperators,of constant output dimension one can distill from the Werner 2� 2 states only strictlyless amount of entanglement than the entanglement of formation Ef of the states. Thisimportant feature of any LQCC action has been also derived by means of Er measure[14] at the additional assumption that the relative entropy of entanglement is additiveon product of identical states (at present we do not know whether it is true). As theproof in Ref. [23] does not consider the Alice and Bob actions in full generality, theresult is still waiting for rigorous proof. Here we present an attempt the quantitativede�nition of distillable entanglement [15, 25, 23] enriched by the various dimension out-put condition. Given n pairs of particles, each in state %, Alice and Bob are allowed toperform arbitrary �nite sequences LQCC operations on state %
n with N di�erent �naloutputs k = 1; :::; ~Mn with possibly di�erent dimensions dnk . Any sequence of LQCCoperations can be written as some separable superoperator [23] (but not conversely [26])which can, in general, produce di�erent output systems acting as%
n ! %0k = 1pi ~NnXi=1 A(k)i 
B(k)i %
nA(k)i y 
B(k)i y; (13)where pk = Tr Xi A(k)i 
B(k)i %
nA(k)i y 
B(k)i y! (14)is the probability of the outcome and the states %0k are de�ned on di�erent Hilbertspaces Hnk , dim Hnk = dnk ; here one also requires that A(k)i ; B(k)i : H
n ! Hnk andPi;k piA(k)i A(k)yi 
B(k)i B(k)yi = I .Now the entanglement which can be distilled by means of such a given protocol Pis de�ned as DP = limn!1 mnn ;



146 P. Horodecki et al.with mn =Pk pk log dnk . Here we demand that the input states %0k tend to singlet states	+d = 1pdPdi=1 jii 
 jii on spaces Hnk for high n. Quantitatively, the closeness betweenthe states and 	+s is measured by �delity F = h	+dnk j%j	+dnk i which should tend to 1 forhigh n. The latter condition is called high �delity condition. The condition must bestated in such a way, that the input states can be directly used for di�erent purposeslike e.g. teleportation. It appears that it is not easy to provide proper form of condition[24] in general case. Of course, for constant output dimension (i.e. where dnk = dn foreach k) the condition can be stated unambiguously [25, 23] asXk pkF (%0k)! 1: (15)Also, there is no problem with all the protocols existing so far, as the latter alwaysproduce some number of two qubit pairs, so that the output dimensions are powers of2� 2. Indeed, suppose that given the outcome k, we obtain mnk two-qubit pairs in jointstate %0k. Let %kl denote the state of lth pair. The condition can be of the formlimn!1 infl;k F (%kl )! 1:Thus we simply demand that the state of each obtained pair has to tend to singletstate for high n. Now, having de�ned (in somewhat incomplete way) the amount ofdistilled entanglement with respect to a given protocol we can de�ne [25] the distillableentanglement of the state % by maximizing DP over all possible protocols PD(%) = maxP DP :There are some results on D which are \de�nition independent" [15, 16, 25, 27]. First,trivially we have Etot � D as we certainly cannot obtain greater number of singlets thanthe one necessary to produce the state. Otherwise we would be able to create singletsby means of LQCC. The inequality immediately implies that also Ef � D. Much morenontrivial result is that for pure states [16] D(	) = Ef (	) = Er(	) = Etot(	). It isalso known [27] that for any state from 2�2 case D 6= 0 i� Ef 6= 0 (Er 6= 0). As we havementioned above there have been provided [23, 14] quite strong arguments supportingthe statement that for 2� 2 Werner statesD < Ef : (16)Quite recently, additional surprising information has been provided [28]. Namely, for thesystems N �M � 8 there exist states for which D = 0 while still Ef > 0. The resulthas been achieved by proving that any distillable state must violate Peres criterionof positivity of partial transposition [29] (see also [30]) and recalling that there arestates which satisfy the criterion being still inseparable, having then nonzero Ef ; Er[13]. This result indicates the possibility of dramatic qualitative irreversibility of theprocess production of mixed entangled states. The entanglement needed to producesuch states become completely bound, so that no amount of it can be recovered by



Entanglement and thermodynamical analogies 147M �N statesLow dimension - N �M � 6 Higher dimension - N �M > 68% pure D = Etot = Ef8% mixed Ef > 0) D > 0 9% (mixed) with Ef > 0 and D = 0Probably 8% mixed D < Etot if only Etot > 0 9 (locally orthogonal) % mixed with D = Etot = Ef 6= 0Tab. 1. Comparison of relations between D and Etot, Ef .means of LQCC. On the other hand, the inequality (16) represents the quantitativeirreversibility expected for some mixed states. Since we know that for pure states theprocess of production of pure not maximal entangled states is reversible (D = Ef )then the natural question is whether there are mixed states for which still equalityD = Ef holds. We shall discuss this question in detail in the next section. Remarkably,the above irreversibilities, which are physically intuitive, could be regarded as fullyexact ones only if we knew that indeed Ef = Etot. We do not know it yet, but fromthe de�nition of Etot it is easily to show that this quantity is nonzero whenever D isnonzero, and is equal to D if D = Ef . In table 1 we collect the results concerningrelation between D, Etot and Ef .4. Local orthogonality concept and mixed states with D = Ef4.1 Illustrative exampleAs we have mentioned in previous section it has been argued recently [23, 14] thatdistillable entanglement D is strictly less than the entanglement of formation E for 2�2Werner states. The latter are of the form%W (F ) � F j	+ih	+j+ 1� F3 j	�ih	�j+ 1� F3 j�+ih�+j+ 1� F3 j��ih��j: (17)Here we use the usual Bell basis [31]	� = 1p2(j00i � j11i;�� = 1p2(j01i � j10i: (18)Below we provide some quite interesting property of the function Ef which is compatiblewith the mentioned results. Consider any pure state of the formj	i = aj00i+ bj11i; a; b > 0; a2 + b2 = 1: (19)By de�nition the entanglement of formation of (19) amounts toEf (	) = H(a2); (20)



148 P. Horodecki et al.where H(x) = �x logx � (1 � x) log(1 � x) is the binary entropy function. Let ussubject the above state to the following \twirling" operation i.e. the random bilateraloperation5 [9, 25, 15] T (�) � Z U 
 U�(�)U 
 U�dU; (21)where the integral is performed with respect to the probability measure proportional tothe Haar measure. In result we obtain a Werner stateT (j	ih	j) = %W (F ) with F = (a+ b)22 : (22)It is elementary to see that 12 +pF (1� F ) = 12 (1 + p1� 4a2b2) = a2. Now, sinceE(%W (F )) = H( 12 +pF (1� F )) [25] we see thatE(T (j	ih	j)) = E(%W (F )) = E(j	ih	j): (23)Thus we have the curious situation than any pure entangled state j	ih	j has thesame entanglement of formation as the highly randomized state T (j	ih	j) = %W (F ).Recall that for any pure state j	i one has D(	) = E(	). Thus one can turn all theentanglement contained in 	 into the pure singlet form. But for the Werner states(17) it has been argued [23, 14] that D(%W (F )) � log 2�H(F ) < Ef (%W (F )) if onlyF < 1. Thus the twirling operation in 2�2 case is probably an example of the operationpreserving Ef but signi�cantly decreasing D. In fact, using the Schmidt decompositionone can immediately prove the followingProposition.- For any 2 � 2 pure state there exists basis (given by Schmidt decom-position) such that the operation T de�ned in this basis preserves entanglement of for-mation.For N � N , N > 2 this proposition is not true. To provide the counterexamplelet us consider N � N system in the state 	M = 1N PMi=1 jiii, 1 < M < N havingE(	M ) = logM . After the operation T one obtains the state [32]�(F ) � N2N2 � 1 �(1� F ) IN2 + (F � 1N2 )P+� ; F = MN : (24)with F � MN , and maximally entangled state P+ = 1N PNi=1 jii 
 jii. The above statecan be represented as �(F ) = N(1�F )N�1 �( 1N ) + NF�1N�1 P+. As the state �( 1N ) is separable[32] we get immediately thatE(�(F )) � NF � 1N � 1 logN = M � 1N � 1 logN < logM; for 1 < M < N: (25)Thus in higher dimensions there exist the pure entangled states for which the randombilateral unitary transformation always decreases the entanglement of formation. Thus5We use here second unitary transformation conjugated relative to the �rst one for the sake of thefurther analogy in higher dimensions. For 2 � 2 case the original twirling operation using the sameunitary operations on the �rst and the second subsystem can be also utilized.



Entanglement and thermodynamical analogies 149the proposition provides the unique feature of two-qubit entanglement. Note in thiscontext that the results concerning distillation of entanglement stress that, in a precisesense, any distillable entanglement is a mixed two-qubit entanglement (see [28] fordetails). 4.2 Local orthogonalityThe expected and partially proved fact that the operation T decrease D may besupported by the intuition that it should not be possible to distill the full entanglementcontent from any of pure states U
U�	 included in the mixture T (j	ih	j) as they cannot be perfectly distinguished by local operations and classical comunication. Recentlythis fact has been used in the proof of imposibility of local cloning of Bell states (18)[33]. The essential idea of the latter was the observation that any two orthogonalentangled states can be cloned locally only if some of their reduced density matricesare orthogonal. We shall call this property local orthogonality proposing the generalde�nitionDe�nition.- Consider two states  , � of composite multiparticle composite quantumsystem de�ned on Hilbert space H = m
l=1Hl. We say that the two states are k-locallyorthogonal, if there exist some k subsystems (say they are labelled by fi1; : : : ; ikg andare described by Hilbert spaces Hi1 ; : : : ;Hik) such that the corresponding reductions ofthe states  , � are orthogonal, i.e.Tr(% l %�l ) = 0; l = i1; :::; ik: (26)If the numbers of the systems fi1; : : : ; ikg are known then the states  , � are calledlocally orthogonal on the subsystems i1; : : : ; ik. The ensemble of pure statesf igKi=1g is called locally orthogonal if its elements can be ordered in the sequencef i1 ;  i2 ; :::;  iKg such that for any 1 � m � N the state  im is 1-locally orthogonal onthe same subsystem to all following states  in ; n > m.Remark.- The notion of local orthogonality is not equivalent to the notion of localdistinguishability. The states in a given ensemble can be locally distinguishable, but itmay be the case, that to distinguish them one must destroy them (see in this context[26]). The locally orthogonal states are distinguishable without destroying them.Note that any two component quantum system allowing for existence two entangled1-locally orthogonal pure states must be of the form M �N , max(M;N) � 4 i.e. oneof subsystems must represent at least the spin 32 . We have the following simpleProperty.- Consider the state % = Pi pij�iih�ij of the quantum system composedfrom two subsystems de�ned by locally orthogonal ensemble f�ig. Then we have(i) Ef (%) =Pi piEf (j�iih�ij)(ii) D(%) = Ef (%) = Etot(%).Proof.- Consider the system in state % in paradigmatic situation of two distantlaboratories and let us treat the state % as a random mixture of �is. Then, usingappropriate local measurements (following from local orthogonality property of theensemble) and classical communication Alice and Bob can determine which of the pure



150 P. Horodecki et al.state they share. Then they can use the large blocks procedure [16] to convert all theentanglement of this state into the singlet form D. Thus we haveD =Pi piEf (j�iih�ij).As, by de�nition, D(%) � Ef (%) �PiEf (j�iih�ij) we obtain both numerical value ofEf and its equality to D. As the latter is, again by de�nition, additive on products ofthe same states and as Etot � Ef we get easily from the �rst equality of (ii) the secondone.The simple example of 5� 5 locally orthogonal ensemble ordered as required in thede�nition is: fj00i+ j11i; j21i+ j32i; j30i+ j43i. There remains an interesting questionof maximal support of the locally orthogonal ensembles for �xed composite quantumsystem. In the above context we propose the two following conjectures:Conjecture 1.- The locally orthogonal ensembles are the only ones which pureentangled components 	i can be distinguished by local operations and classical com-munication without destroying them.Conjecture 2.- The only mixed states % with the property Etot(%) = D(%) are thosewhich are de�ned by means of locally orthogonal ensembles.Finally, note that the result of providing mixtures with D = Etot is analogous tothat of Braunstein, Mann and Revzen [31] who found mixtures violating maximally theBell inequalities. Their mixtures were, in our language, locally orthogonal mixtures ofsinglet pairs. 5. Thermodynamical analogiesThe �rst formal thermodynamical analogy was proposed by Popescu and Rohrlich[17]. The authors made an important observation that any LQCC process which pre-serves entanglement must be reversible which have been related to Carnot cycle in usualthermodynamics. Such an analogy was also considered by Vedral and Plenio [14] in thecontext of distillation of entanglement. In more general quantum information contextthe thermodynamical approach was also developed in Ref. [18] where, in particular,the law of conservation of quantum information (entanglement) was considered. Theanalogy entanglement-energy was then developed in Ref. [28] to interpret the resultson distillation of entanglement. Below we propose some new elements which, we be-lieve, will contribute to understanding of thermodynamics-like aspects of entanglementprocessing.From previous discussion we know that there are two important measures of entan-glement which are in a sense dual ones:� Total entanglement Etot(%) which represents the least number of shared singletsasymptotically required to prepare the state % by means of LQCC.� Distillable entanglement D(%) - the greatest number of pure singlets that canasymptotically be prepared from % by means of LQCC.In short, Etot is the minimal number of singlets we need to produce a state while Dis the maximal number of singlets we can recover from the state. Another importantquantity of precise information theoretic sense is von Neumann entropy S. Its physical



Entanglement and thermodynamical analogies 151sense in quantum information theory was proved by Schumacher [34] (see also Ref. [35])and Barnum et al. [36] in the context of compressing of quantum information. Basingon the above notions we shall now try to provide information-theoretic counterparts ofsuch thermodynamical notions as internal energy U , free energy F and entropy Sth.We propose the following scheme for the \energetic" quantities [28] Etot, D.(free entanglement) D = Efree $ F (free energy)(total entanglement) Etot $ U (internal energy)(bound entanglement) E �D � Ebound $ TSth (bound energy)where T is temperature. Now the last element of the above scheme lead us to thequestion what about the entanglement counterparts of thermodynamical temperatureand entropy? Following analogy we obtain a formulaEtot = Efree � TeSe; (27)where Te and Se are unknown counterparts of T and Sth.If one tries to recognize the von Neumann entropy S as the counterpart of thermo-dynamical entropy then �nding the interpretation of temperature of entanglement Tewould be the main test of this choice. It can be partially veri�ed that the choice mightbe reasonable. First, note that in thermodynamics one has Fth � Uth. In our case theanalogous inequality holds, as trivially, D cannot exceed Etot. Now, recall that in usualthermodynamics F = U � TSth. According to our proposal Efree = Etot � TeS evenif we do not know what the temperature Te means. Suppose now, that for pure statesTe is �nite. Then putting S = 0 we obtain that D = Etot, i.e. that for pure states,the distillable entanglement is equal to the entanglement of formation, which is trueindeed [16]. Note, that for mixed states, the formula (27) can serve as a de�nition oftemperature Te for mixed states %:Te(%mix) = Etot �EfreeS : (28)As for separable mixed state % we have E = D = 0 we obtain that the temperaturevanishes in this case which can be extrapolated via expected continuity property to coverthe case of pure separable states. So far the von Neumann entropy seems to be a goodquantity for our purposes. But, as we shall see in a moment, there are some problems.Note that for many mixed inseparable states, the best known protocols of distillationprovide a very little number of distilled singlets in comparison with the entanglementof formation. For example for Werner states the obtained yield of distillation procedureis about thousand times less than the entanglement of formation. There are even morestronger suggestions (recalled in the previous sections) that for mixed 2� 2 inseparablestates Efree < Etot (provided that Etot = Ef ). Now, in our language, this is equivalentto state that for those states the temperature is nonzero. However, as we have shownin Section 4 for composite systems of higher dimensions there are many states withEf = Etot = Efree and S 6= 0. This is a curiosity of the model and it would suggestthat the temperature of those states is zero which is not intuitive. Thus perhaps the



152 P. Horodecki et al.entropy Se should be de�ned in other way. For this purpose one could exploit thenotion of local orthogonality. Namely, the entanglement entropy Se should quantifythe irreversibility of the process of local preparing of the given mixed state. Then itcould be de�ned as some measure of local non-orthogonality of some canonical ensemblerealizing the state. A natural candidate is here the optimal ensemble in formula de�ningthe entanglement of formation. So de�ned entropy would vanish for locally orthogonalmixtures. However, it is a very hard task to obtain a precise de�nition, and it is an openquestion, whether that choice would produce the entanglement temperature having agood physical interpretation. Nevertheless, the energy type analogies about D as acounterpart of free energy and Etot as the counterpart of internal energy seem to beplausible.The remaining question is to de�ne the entanglement (informational) work. Ingeneral, it is natural to assume thatsending qubits $ WORK.Indeed, suppose that the given system contains some amount of free entanglement. Thenone can use it to send precisely this amount of qubits by means of teleportation precededby distillation procedure. This is analogous to the situation in thermodynamics, wherethe free energy can be used to perform work. On the other hand, if the work �W isperformed over a system (without dissipation i.e. adiabatically) then the total energyincreases U2 = U1 +�W . This corresponds to the fact that to produce a state of totalentanglement Etot Alice and Bob need to exchange precisely this amount of qubits(they will send halves of singlets). This is true if the channel between Alice and Bobis noiseless which correspond to lack of dissipation of energy. If, instead, the channel isnoisy, then the number of qubits must be larger: some amount of the sent entanglementwill be spread over the system and environment 6. Then, despite the total entanglement(total quantum information) of system plus environment is conserved, the amount ofuseful entanglement is much more less than the number of exchanged qubits. We maysay that there is the \information heat ow": the lost entanglement was not usedto perform work, but rather changed into uncontrolled form. In the context of thepossibility of existence of states with nonzero bound entanglement, the process of thisow can manifest itself not only by destroying some amount of entanglement but also bybinding some part of remaining entanglement. The above consideration is nothing elsebut a balance analogous to that governed by the �rst law of thermodynamics. As thelatter is nothing else but the principle of conservation energy, we obtain that the abovebalance is implied by the conservation of quantum information which can be viewed asthe analogue of the thermodynamical law for quantum entanglement processing [18].The reader can ask why sending qubits and sending entangled qubits can both betreated as work. Indeed there is a clear qualitative di�erence between them. However,it can be explain as follows: sending known entangled qubits can be represented as workover the composite system i.e. as a counterpart of mechanical work done over the gas,as it aims at increasing of entanglement - \energy" of the system. The latter can be6Note that entanglement can be spread deliberately by means of a kind of \depuri�cation" procedure[37].



Entanglement and thermodynamical analogies 153subjected to dissipation which causes the information heat ow discussed above. On theother hand, having the composite system with given entanglement Efree one can tele-port some unentangled qubit through it. This represent the work done by the systemfor us, resembling the gas doing mechanical work. One can also send the unentan-gled qubits directly without using entanglement and teleportation. Then for noiselesschannel we have a counterpart of purely mechanical process (with no thermodynamicalelement).6. Searching for representative state at given entanglementIn this section we consider the problem of choosing for each established value ofentanglement, some representative, most probable state. Such a choice can be of courseperformed only up to local unitary transformation. As a criterion we will use vonNeumann entropy, so that the scheme of obtaining the representative state will slightlyresemble the Jaynes scheme [38] of producing Gibbs state7. Recall that given theHamiltonian H the Gibbs state %G = (1=Tre�H)e�H for a given mean energy E =hHi = Tr%H can be obtained by maximizing von Neumann entropy over all states withmean energy E. In our scheme, we will keep constant entanglement and maximizeentropy (see [19] in this context). As it is total entanglement which we chose as thecounterpart of energy, we should use this measure in our scheme. However, to be ableto perform any calculations we must have analytical formula for entanglement. In thissituation we will rather use entanglement of formation. In the case of two-qubit statesthe analytic formula for the latter is the following [20]Ef (%) = H(1 +p1� C22 ): (29)Here C = maxf0; �1 � �2 � �3 � �4g and �is are the eigenvalues, in decreasing order,of the Hermitian matrix R =pp%~%p% with~% = �y 
 �y%��y 
 �y (30)The star denotes complex conjugation of the matrix % in product basis. Now, one couldask what state is expected to have the greatest von Neumann entropy of all states withgiven entanglement of formation. Such a state should have a high degree of symmetry.The natural candidate is the Werner state (17) as it can be written in the followingvery symmetric form%W = �j	+ih	+j+ (1� �)14I 
 I ; 13 � � � 1; (31)where � = 13 (4F � 1). Surprisingly, we will see that for some values of Ef the represen-tative state is certainly not the Werner state. Consider the following simple state%p = pj	+ih	+j+ (1� p)j01ih01j: (32)7Note that in entanglement processing domain the inference scheme based on Jaynes principle ingeneral fails [19].



154 P. Horodecki et al.It can be checked that it is entangled for any p > 0 [25, 29, 30]. We obtain thatC(%p) = p; C(%W ) = 2F � 1: (33)Then the two states have the same entanglement of formation if p = 2F � 1. Thisis compatible with the fact that for p = F = 1 both of them are equal to j	+ih	+jwhile for p = 0; F = 12 both of them are separable. Now, one can check that at leastfor 34 < p < 1 the entropy of the state %p is strictly greater than the one the Wernerstate. Consequently, it is certainly not the Werner state which maximizes entropy forthose values of entanglement. Then one can conclude that the problem of �nding therepresentative state for given entanglement may produce some highly nontrivial result:it will provide an interesting, unknown family of states.7. Concluding remarksIn conclusion, we have provided new properties of entanglement of formation. Inparticular an additive lower bound for this quantity has been provided. The conceptof local orthogonality have been developed leading to the family of mixed states withdistillable entanglement equal to entanglement of formation. Subsequently the notionsof total and distillable entanglement have been considered as counterparts of thermo-dynamical notions of internal and free energy. The question of possible temperature ofentanglement as well as a counterpart of thermodynamical entropy have been analysed.The process of sending quantum information has been considered as a counterpart ofwork and discussed in detail.One of the advantages of the proposed approach is certainly the fact that it generatesnew interesting questions like e.g. the problem of de�ning and interpretation of temper-ature of entanglement. Another, fundamental problem is the following: is there a linkbetween the analogy considered here and the recent development concerning quantuminformation processing at incomplete data [19, 39]? In fact, since the famous Jaynes pa-pers we know that the statistical thermodynamics which explains the phenomenologicalone can be treated as a special kind of statistical inference at incomplete experimentaldata. Then, it follows that the recent results on quantum information processing atincomplete data (where one requires some nonstandard schemes [19]) should also besomehow connected with the approach discussed in this paper. We think that sinceanalogy was always a powerful tool in physics, the above problems are worth of deeperinvestigation. We believe that the present consideration will contribute to obtainingmore clear picture of the highly nonintuitive domain which is quantum informationtheory.Acknowledgements The authors would like to thank Eric Rains for helpful discussionon the de�nition of distillable entanglement. They are also grateful to Charles Bennett,Hans Briegel, Nicolas Cerf, Chris Fuchs and Tal Mor for useful discussions. M. H. andP. H. kindly acknowledge the support from Foundation for Polish Science.
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